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Porch & ClassRooms

- Zen 101
- Philosophy
- Exam Room
- Meta-Physics
- Porch
- Misty Area
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Planetarium

Diagram:
- Control Booth
- Seating North
- Seating West
- Seating East
- Seating South
- Planetarium
- Hallway
- Lobby
- Misty Area

Diagram shows the layout of different areas with connections:
- Control Booth to Seating North
- Seating West to Planetarium
- Planetarium to Seating East
- Seating East to Hallway
- Hallway to Lobby
- Lobby to Misty Area
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Unfair

- The Whip
- Bumper Cars
- Dollar Arcade

- Midway
- Midway
- Midway

- Roller Coaster
- Kami's Komer
- Ring Toss

- Unfair Booth

- Misty Area
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East Edge Area
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Outside Theater

Misty Area
   Alcove
   Landing
   West Catwalk
     Backstage West
     Stage Left
     Dressing Room
     Stage Center
     Floating Disc
     Floating
     Dressing Room
   East Catwalk
   U D

Alley
   Alley
   Alley

Inside Theater

Alcove
   Top of Staircase
   Grand Staircase
   Balcony
   Southwest Hallway
   West Seating
   Main Seating
   East Seating
   Southeast Hallway